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This Week:
▪
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Secretary Lonbom Addresses the City Club of Chicago
Through the Agency Lens – DES Embraces Collaboration
‘DoIT Daily’ Brings All Teams together

Secretary Lonbom Addresses the City Club of Chicago

Kirk Lonbom, DoIT Acting Secretary, delivered remarks describing Illinois’ digital
transformation and associated initiatives to the City Club of Chicago on November
21st. Kirk’s presentation highlighted our collaborative efforts to improve the
business, service and security environment in Illinois. The City Club dates back more
than 100 years in Illinois as a leading public affairs forum. To watch a recording of his
presentation, click here.

Through the Agency Lens - DES Embraces Collaboration

Our digital transformation continues to offer opportunities for collaboration across
the enterprise. DES became aware of an application in use at the Department of
Revenue that they could also utilize to automate the collection of business
unemployment insurance taxes, a revenue stream essential to state government
operations. Please connect here to comments shared with us by DES Director Jeff
Mays.

‘DoIT Daily’ Brings All Teams Together

Each Monday through Thursday, DoIT senior leadership, critical management staff,
Cluster CIOs and agency CIOs, get together via WebEx to share information, address
issues and create solutions. The hour each morning is spent to improve
communication, remove barriers to success and increase the speed of
transformation and transparency at DoIT. The ‘DoIT Daily’ is a reimagined way of providing timely,
pertinent and actionable information across our recently unified enterprise of over 1,500 employees,
50+ agencies, boards, commissions and our multitude of projects.

DoIT FYIs & Reminders

Don’t forget to register for the Chat Bot Hackathon December 5th and 6th. Link here for
more information.

In the coming week, we recognize and honor those who lost their
lives or were injured in the attack on Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941.

